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ABSTRACT

We propose a system for identification of germ layer components in teratomas derived from human and nonhuman primate embryonic stem cells. Tissue regeneration and repair, drug testing and discovery, the cure of genetic and developmental syndromes all may rest on the understanding of the biology and behavior of embryonic stem (ES) cells. Within the field of stem cell biology, an ES cell is not considered an ES cell until it can produce a teratoma tumor (the “gold” standard test); a seemingly disorganized mass of tissue derived from all three embryonic germ layers; ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm. Identification and quantification of tissue types within teratomas derived from ES cells may expand our knowledge of abnormal and normal developmental programming and the response of ES cells to genetic manipulation and/or toxic exposures. In addition, because of the tissue complexity, identifying and quantifying the tissue is tedious and time consuming, but in turn the teratoma provides an excellent biological platform to test robust image analysis algorithms. We use a multiresolution (MR) classification system with texture features, as well as develop novel nuclear texture features to recognize germ layer components. With redundant MR transform, we achieve a classification accuracy of approximately 88%.

Index Terms— Stem cell biology, multiresolution, classification, feature extraction

1. INTRODUCTION

Embryonic stem cells (ES) and cells derived from them hold great promise both as therapeutic agents in clinical medicine as well as biological windows into the early stages of development. The range of therapeutic options includes repair of damaged or injured tissue (tissue regeneration after stroke, heart attack, cartilage renewal in arthritis), restoring defects in genetic, biochemical, and metabolic pathways, as well as drug testing and discovery [1, 2, 3]. Studying the sequence of genetic events within ES cells as they develop and differentiate into tissue, will have a significant impact on explaining and ultimately defining the therapy for a wide range of developmental syndromes. ES cells possess certain inherent characteristics that set them apart from any other cell type. They have the ability to self-renew, perpetuate indefinitely, and produce all three germ layers from which all tissue types are derived (pluripotency). Typically, in the laboratory, ES cells are defined by their expression of specific proteins and their behavior in cell culture. However, human and nonhuman primate cells isolated and cultured cannot be considered ES cells until they show the ability to produce a teratoma tumor when injected into immunocompromised mice. A teratoma is a tumor that is strictly defined by histological evidence of tissue types contributed by each of the original three germ layers. These include ectoderm (neuroepithelium, mature neural tissue, skin), mesoderm (smooth and skeletal muscle, connective tissue, bone, and cartilage), and endoderm (lung and intestinal mucosa, pancreas, liver). While at first glance, most teratomas derived from ES cells appear as disorganized tissue masses with recognizable germ layer elements, little is known about the contribution of each germ layer to the lesion, and this information may hold important clues to normal and abnormal development.

While sophisticated image analysis and bioinformatics are burgeoning fields within pathology, most of the imaging applications have focused on the automation and digitization of the tissue processed for histological examination. New techniques are in development that would allow the pathologist to manipulate high-resolution images and sign out cases at the computer rather than examine tissue under a microscope. Image analysis currently allows segmentation of tissue areas defined by specific immunohistochemical stains to highlight the tissue of interest. However, the ability to automate the recognition of specific and varied tissue types from the routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained tissue sections (used almost exclusively to make the vast majority of diagnoses) is not available. As this applies to ES cell biology and teratoma analysis, advanced digital imaging applications would help answer the following questions: How much of each specific tissue type is present? How are these specific tissue arranged in space with respect to one another? How are the tissues present affected in type and quantity when derived from...
ES cells that have been manipulated genetically, biochemically, and environmentally (that is, by drugs or toxins)? The ability to accurately detect and quantify specific tissue types will allow detection of species-specific differences in developmental programming and enable accurate three-dimensional reconstruction of teratomas and precise correlation with high-resolution MRI.

Since the teratoma contains many varied tissue types, the first step in this direction is to actually recognize these specific tissue types, a classification problem in image analysis. In our previous work [5, 4, 6, 7], we found that classifying in multiresolution (MR) subspaces adds to the discriminative power of a classification system. Moreover, based on our previous experience, modified Haralick texture features [4] (our improvement of the known Haralick texture features), were typically sufficient for high classification accuracies on those data sets (in the mid to upper 90s). The complex nature of the images in this work makes it unlikely that the texture features alone could produce such high accuracies.

In this work, we use our MR classification algorithm to design a system to recognize tissue types within teratomas derived from ES cells. We will show that MR classification again outperforms the nonMR one. We test various MR decomposition modules (bases and frames) and then develop a novel feature set for specific use in recognizing tissues in H&E stained images.

2. ADAPTIVE MULTIRESOLUTION CLASSIFICATION

This recognition problem can be posed as follows: Given an H&E stained image of a specific tissue type, output the label of that type. As in our previous work [4], we observe that these types of images (see Fig. 1) seem to possess a fair amount of features localized in space as well as frequency, leading us to hypothesize that classifying in MR subspaces would help discriminate tissues.

To that end, we developed an automated and adaptive MR classification algorithm [4]. This system adds MR decomposition in front of a generic classification consisting of feature extraction and classification in each MR subspace, yielding local decisions which are then combined into a global decision using an adaptive weighting procedure (the white blocks in Fig. 2). This system has proven accurate for various classification tasks [5, 4, 6, 7]; we now briefly describe it.

Multiresolution Block. In our classification system, any MR transform can be used, which we divide into two classes: nonredundant MR transforms (MR bases, MRBs) and redundant MR transforms (MR frames, MRFs). In particular, for MRBs, we used the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), while for MRFs we used the most redundant one, the stationary wavelet transform (SWT). (Note that here, we use all the subbands of the decomposition tree, not only the leaves, and thus, it might be abuse of language to call a transform a DWT. For example, for 2 levels, we have a total of $S = 2^1$ subbands (original image + 4 subbands at level 1 + 16 subbands at level 2).

Feature Extraction. Features are numerical descriptors that characterize the input data, usually in a lower-dimensional space. We focus on the following feature sets:

Haralick Texture Features ($T_1$). These features are calculated using four co-occurrence matrices [8]: 1) $P_H$ (horizontal nearest neighbors), 2) $P_V$ (vertical nearest neighbors), 3) $P_{L,D}$ (left diagonal nearest neighbors), and 4) $P_{R,D}$ (right diagonal nearest neighbors). Haralick calculates 13 measures on each of these four matrices. A $T_2$ set was also available but not found to be useful.

New Texture Feature Set $T_3$. We found that the Haralick texture features seem to possess the most discriminative power, so we examined these more closely. We changed the way that Haralick combines the initial four sets of features as $P_H$ and $P_V$ are fundamentally different from $P_{L,D}$ and $P_{R,D}$, because adjacent neighboring pixels are

---

Fig. 1. Sample H&E-stained images from each tissue class: (a) bone, (b) mesenchyme (embryonic connective tissue), (c) myenteric plexus, (d) necrotic tissue, (e) skin, and (f) striated muscle.

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed H&E-stained tissue recognition system. The input is an H&E-stained image of one of the six tissue classes given in Fig. 1. The multiresolution (MR) nature of the system is accomplished through the MR decomposition block, after which all the processing is done in MR subspaces. We use $T_3$ features [4] and propose new nuclear texture features (see Fig. 4). The classifier is a simple neural network one. We use two versions of the weighting algorithm (open form and closed form). The output is the tissue class label.
spatially closer than diagonal neighboring pixels. Therefore, instead of averaging the features from all four sets, we create our first set of 13 features by averaging horizontal and vertical measures, and a second set of 13 features by averaging diagonal measures, resulting in a new feature set $T_3$ with 26 features [4].

**Neural Networks (NN).** We used a two-layer NN classifier: The first contains a node for each of the input features, each node using the Tan-Sigmoid transfer function, while the second contains a node for each output and uses a linear transfer function (no hidden layers are used). When training, each output from the second layer corresponds to a class, and each training image will have an output of 1 for the class of which it is a member and a 0 for all other classes.

**Weighting Procedure.** Here we combine all of the subband decisions into one (see Fig. 2). We use weights for each subband to adjust the importance of a particular subband has on the overall decision made by the classification system. As the combination with no-decomposition weight equal to 1 and all other weights equal to 0 is equivalent to not using the adaptive MR system, we know that there exists a weight combination that will do at least as well as the generic classifier (when no MR is involved) in the training phase. Our goal is to decide how to find the weight vector that achieves the highest overall classification accuracy on a given data set. We developed two versions of the weighting algorithm: open form (OF) and closed form (CF).

The NN block outputs a series of decision vectors for each subband of each training image. Each decision vector $d^{(r)}_s$ contains $C$ numbers (where $C$ denotes number of classes) that correspond to the “local” decisions made by the subband $s$ for a specific image $r$. The classifier is evaluated using nested cross validations (five-fold cross validation in the NN block and ten-fold during the weighting process). To avoid the issue of the initial ordering of the images determining which images are grouped together for training and testing in each fold of the cross validation, we run multiple trials, each with a random initial ordering of the images.

**Open-Form Algorithm.** This is an iterative algorithm where we initialize all the weights, and for each image, a global decision vector is computed using a weighted sum of the local decisions, yielding an initial class label. If that class label is correct, we go to the next image. If it is incorrect, we look at the local decisions of each subband and adjust the weights of each subband $s$ in a reward/punishment fashion: Those subbands making correct decisions are rewarded with an increased weight, whereas the ones making wrong decisions are punished with a decreased weight. We continue cycling through the images until there is no increase in classification accuracy on the training set for a given number of iterations.

**Closed-Form Algorithm.** The CF solution finds the weight vector $w$ by solving a minimization problem in the least-squares sense. Assuming that $d$ is the desired target decision vector and $D$ the matrix grouping the local decisions of all of the subbands, we can write the minimization problem as:

$$w_{\text{win}} = \arg \min_w \|d - Dw\|,$$

which possesses a closed-form solution and can be computed efficiently. Then, for a testing image $t$, the winning class corresponds to the index of the highest coefficient in the decision vector of $t$.

**3. NOVEL NUCLEAR TEXTURE FEATURES**

The classification system described in the previous section works with gray-scale intensity images. The images obtained through histological techniques have the advantage of being highly detailed and showing distinctive features of the tissues at different resolutions. One of these important features is color. Therefore, it is important that the classification system takes advantage of all the information available from the histological images and exploits a feature as important as color. In particular, when using H&E staining, the nuclei turn a marked purplish/blue color from hematoxylin while the cytoplasm becomes varying shades of red due to exposure to eosin.

We observed that the cell nuclei have a distinctive distribution and texture depending on the tissue type. For example, nuclei in striated muscle image are mostly elongated and have the same orientation (Fig. 3(d)), whereas the nuclei in skin images are irregular with a jagged pattern (Fig. 3(b)). This prompted us to extract nuclei images from the original histological images and then compute texture features ($NT_r$) on these, to incorporate them in our classification system. Nuclear features in conjunction with other morphological features have also been used to classify breast cancer tumors in [9].

Fig. 4 depicts a block diagram of the nuclei extraction method; We first convert the original images from RGB to the perceptually uniform $L^*a^*b^*$ color space. The $L^*$ channel is the luminance channel and $a^*$ and $b^*$ are the chrominance (color) channels that indicate where the color falls along the red-green and blue-yellow axes, respectively. Given that the images depict mainly three colors: white, blue and pink, we then use the K-means clustering algorithm on the $a^*$ and $b^*$ channels to derive three clusters corresponding to those three colors. We observe experimentally that the centroid with the largest difference between its red and blue channel pixel values corresponds to the blue cluster. Finally, since the nuclei take on the dark shades of blue, we use an adaptive threshold on the luminance channel to mask the lighter shades of blue from the blue cluster image, thus obtaining the nuclei images [10].
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Derivation of ES Cells and Teratomas. Human ES cells (H7 line) and putative nonhuman primate ES cells (derived as outlined by Navara [11]) were introduced into the testes of immune deficient SCID mice by modified efferent duct injection [12]. Cells were injected using an Eppendorf Femtojet pressure injector into the interstitial space of the testes. Tumors typically developed between two and four months after injection. Tumors were removed and processed by routine histological methods. Multiple serial sections were examined for evidence of tissue derived from the three germ layers.

Data Set. We have 45 images of size 200 × 200 for each of the six tissue classes contained in the teratomas: mesenchyme (embryonic connective tissue), skin, myenteric plexus, bone, necrotic (dying or dead tissue), and striated muscle. The images have been taken at 100x magnification (see Fig. 1) and have been labeled by a pathologist, thus we have access to ground truth. Note that the test images were never seen by the system during the training phase.

Experimental Setup. We used the following in our algorithm: For the MR block, we tested both MRBs in the form of the DWT as well as MRFs in the form of SWT. In the feature extraction block, we tested our new $NT_3$ features alone, the $T_3$ features alone, as well as the combination of both: $T_3, NT_3$. The classifier was the NN classifier as explained earlier, while we tested both the OF as well as the CF versions of the weighting algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Accuracy [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR NW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRB OF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRF OF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Classification accuracy for tissue types in teratomas derived from ES cells. Along each row, feature sets are arranged by increased accuracy (with $T_3, NT_3$ being the best). Along each column, MR blocks as well as weighting algorithms are arranged by increased accuracy as well; the MRF gives the best results.

Results. The results are given in Table 1 (note that NMR denotes the version of the algorithm where no MR transform is used). We note the following trends (the first three are consistent with the trends observed in all our previous work [5, 4, 6, 7]): (1) For all feature combinations, MR transforms (both MRBs and MRFs) significantly outperform NMR, thus showing that classifying in MR subspaces indeed improves the classification accuracy. (2) MRBs considerably outperform MRBs and give the best classification accuracy of 87.72%. (3) The CF version of the algorithm outperforms the OF one. (4) Incorporating nuclear texture features significantly improves the accuracy using any MR block and any weighting algorithm. In particular, classification accuracy increases from 73.05% using $NT_3$ features only, to 84.40% using $T_3$ features only, and to 87.72% using the combined feature set $T_3, NT_3$.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We presented an automated and accurate MR identification algorithm of germ layer components in teratomas derived from human and nonhuman primate embryonic stem cells. The algorithm achieves an accuracy of 87.72% using MR frames.

For tissue type identification, we hope to improve the performance of the classification system by adding morphological features, as the shape of the cell and nucleus, which as noted demonstrates distinctive variations across tissue types. We will also incorporated 3D features as well as obtain more images for the training set so the classifier can see a larger variation during training. Our larger goal is to build an automated toolbox for extraction, recognition and quantification of the varied tissue types present in teratomas derived from ES cells and other pathological specimens using only routine hematoxylin and eosin stained tissue sections.
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